
Smart ID notion is to curate affordable tech
products from selected top suppliers at major
online stores
Smart ID.com.sg Offers Their One-Of-A-Kind Wifi And
Tech Curated E-Commerce Online Shopping Platform.

EAST COAST , SINGAPORE, June 23, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- With a dedicated team, this smart
gadgets online shopping website has set a new
standard by curating the latest products from top-notch
suppliers.

Singapore, June 23rd, 2016 - For years, shopping online for any kind of products has been incredibly
difficult, even from the largest internet-base retailers in the world. Product orders may not be
delivered, defective or missing parts, sub-standard quality and so on... until now. Smart ID provides
their unique online curation shopping concept that allows only modern gadgets from the most reliable
and reputable suppliers to be sold on their website. Ensuring your online shopping experience is
smooth and hassle-free, all available at http://www.smartid.com.sg

"Making sure that customers can get their best-value for money worth of online shopping. Because it
allows shoppers to browse the site with confident, simplified, easy check out and 100% secured
payment…or simply look out for interesting cool tech gadgets from around the world. We are also in
the process of providing captivating and inspiring blog posts. Another cool feature in the pipeline is
Pre-Order where we will display the newest type of fascinating smart gadgets. We will also keep on
adding affordable and quality products where there are demands from reputable suppliers" -
Sebastian Fox, Chief Marketing Officer, Smart ID

The website also features FREE Shipping, and unlike most online stores that have a minimum order
to qualify for FREE Delivery, it has no minimum order.

Smart ID provide these exclusive services in an attempt to share their passion in making life easier
with smart devices and gadgets. The tech geek website have been around for more than 10 years
and to express their commitment in terms of providing the most desired tech gadgets. It has also
created ads placement for selected advertisers to promote their products in their website to enhance
shoppers preference.This concept will offers more interesting products for viewers to choose from.

"I used the website to locate affordable tech products on sale for my family and gift ideas for friends. It
was so simple to navigate, I wasn't sure that it was real. Then when the orders was delivered, I had to
write to you to tell you how thrilled I was with the shopping experience. Thank you so much."
- Pamela Harrison, Washington, US

SmartID.com.sg also applies Paypal for payment, ensuring their customers and viewers with peace of
mind, as their orders are fully guaranteed. If you would like more related information about smart
technology gadgets, please contact Rachel Tan, Marketing Executive at email
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